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Cultural Tourism in India

2002

the book explores various facets of indian social and cultural thought and life that make the country an attractive tourist site its people history arts food and drink customs and
lifestyle it includes a variety of discussions and data on tourism tourism related organisations and conventions eco tourism and india s wildlife scenario for instance

Museums and Protection of Monuments and Antiquities in India

1981

this comprehensive guide to southern india s varied heritage covers all the major visitor sites with useful maps information and photographs

Southern India

2013

monuments objects histories surveys the practices of archaeology art history and museums in nineteenth and twentieth century india it looks at processes by which lost pasts
came to be produced in india such lost pasts the author shows came to be imagined around a corpus of monuments archaeological relics and art objects in brief this book traces
the framing of an official national canon of indian art through different periods showing how the workings of disciplines and institutions have been linked with the authority
of the nation book cover

Monuments, Objects, Histories

2007

this book offers both an insider and outsider perspective moving from a period that saw the consolidation of western expertise and custodianship of india s antiquities to the
projection over the twentieth century of varying regional nativist and national claims around the country s archaeological architectural and artistic inheritance into a present
time that has pitted these objects and fields within a highly contentious politics of nationhood
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Tourism, Museums, and Monuments in India

1974

records about twenty five monuments and temples in tamil nadu india

Archaeological Remains, Monuments & Museums

1964

index

Monuments, Objects, Histories

2004

this volume seeks to revise the saidian analytical framework which dominated research on the subject of colonial knowledge for almost two decades which emphasized colonial
knowledge as a series of representations of colonial hegemony it seeks to contribute to research in the field by analyzing knowledge in colonial india as a dynamic process

Preservation of National Monuments

1882

this volume brings together a range of essays that offer a new perspective on the dynamic history of the museum as a cultural institution in south asia it traces the museum
from its origin as a tool of colonialism and adoption as a vehicle of sovereignty in the nationalist period till its role in the present as it reflects the fissured identities of the post
colonial period

Preservation of National Monuments

1882

this book s publication marks the 70th year of india s independence celebrates the country s ancient history exploring the societies that have flourished there in the distant past
through the imprint they have left on india s monuments will undoubtedly be of interest to students of architecture based in the featured region and elsewhere india s success
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in conserving its archaeological heritage will be assessed in a book that does not shy from the question of what has been lost in the past it begins with looking at the impact of
partition on monuments museum collections and the nature of archeological research itself it will provide an overview and an analysis of archeological investigations as well as
methods and ideas used in collecting and processing data along with work done by government institutions attention will be drawn to community practices that have helped
preserve objects of antiquarian interest this book is a simultaneous homage to india s rich history and a treatise on archeological practice itself

Indian Monuments

1979

south asia is famous for its monuments past and present monuments have been created destroyed and rescued by competing communities and incoming empires in the making
and re making of history identity and memory this collection brings together an international cohort of senior scholars and younger researchers to examine the vast diversity of
monuments and conceptions of monuments in south asia from the 1850s to the present the chapters investigate what constitutes a monument and interrogate the conditions for
its survival demise or recycling to explore the afterlives of monuments is to investigate how where when and why monuments have been remodelled re sited destroyed
defaced or abandoned it is to investigate the theories of memory history and community as well as new forms of artistic practice and global media as different south asian
communities claim a stake in the making of national religious cultural and local identities and histories the status of monuments and debates about cultural memory have
become increasingly urgent this book was published as a special issue of south asian studies

Manual on Conservation and Restoration of Monuments

2007

this is the only book of its type on indian museums whereall the relevant data useful for visitors tourists museum persons scholars libraries is available

Museums and Museology

1980

in a fragile inheritance saloni mathur investigates the work of two seminal figures from the global south the new delhi based critic and curator geeta kapur and contemporary
multimedia artist vivan sundaram examining their written and visual works over the past fifty years mathur illuminates how her protagonists political and aesthetic
commitments intersect and foreground uncertainty difficulty conflict and contradiction this book presents new understandings of the culture and politics of decolonization and
the role of non western aesthetic avant gardes within the discourses of contemporary art through skillful interpretation of sundaram s and kapur s practices mathur
demonstrates how received notions of mainstream art history may be investigated and subjected to creative redefinition her scholarly methodology offers an impassioned model
of critical aesthetics and advances a radical understanding of art and politics in our time
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The India Museum, 1801-1879

1982

comprises articles on the life and work of satya prakash b 1914 indologist and papers most on the history and culture of rajasthan india

Journal of Indian Museums

1972

in recent years the emerging field of museum studies has seen rapid expansion in the critical study of museums and scholars started to question the institution and its functions
to contribute differentiated viewpoints to the currently evolving meta discourse on the museum this volume aims to investigate how the institution of the museum has been
visualized and translated into different kinds of images and how these images have affected our perception of these institutions in this interdisciplinary collection scholars from
a variety of academic backgrounds including art history heritage museums studies and architectural history explore a broad range of case studies stretching across the globe the
volume opens up debate about the epistemological and historiographical significance of a variety of different images and representations of the art museum including the
transformation or adaptation of the image of the art museum across periods and cultures in this context this volume aims to develop a new theoretical framework while
proposing new methodological tools and resources for the analysis of museological representations on a global scale

List of Ancient Monuments in Bengal

1896

museum transformations decolonization and democratization edited by annie e coombes and ruth b phillips museum transformations decolonization and democratization
addresses contemporary approaches to decolonization greater democratization and revisionist narratives in museum exhibition and program development around the world the
text explores how museums of art history and ethnography responded to deconstructive critiques from activists and poststructuralist and postcolonial theorists and provided
models for change to other types of museums and heritage sites the volume s first set of essays discuss the role of the museum in the narration of difficult histories and how
altering the social attitudes and political structures that enable oppression requires the recognition of past histories of political and racial oppression and colonization in museums
subsequent essays consider the museum s new roles in social action and discuss experimental projects that work to change power dynamics within institutions and leverage
digital technology and new media
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List of Inscriptions on Tombs Or Monuments in Madras

1945

ranging across the longue durée of thailand s history monastery monument museum is an eminently readable and original contribution to the study of the kingdom s art and
culture eschewing issues of dating style and iconography historian maurizio peleggi addresses distinct types of artifacts and artworks as both the products and vehicles of
cultural memory from the temples of chiangmai to the emerald buddha from the national museum of bangkok to the prehistoric culture of northeast thailand and from the
civic monuments of the 1930s to the political artworks of the late twentieth century even well known artworks and monuments reveal new meanings when approached from
this perspective part i sacred geographies focuses on the premodern era when religious credence informed the cultural alteration of landscape and devotional sites and artifacts
including visual representation of the buddhist cosmology were created part ii antiquities museums and national history covers the 1830s through the 1970s when
antiquarianism and eventually archaeology emerged and developed in the kingdom partly the result of a shift in the elites worldview and partly a response to colonial and
neocolonial projects of knowledge part iii discordant mnemoscapes deals with civic monuments and artworks that anchor memory of twentieth century political events and
provide stages for both their commemoration and counter commemoration by evoking the country s embattled political present monastery monument museum shows us how
cultural memory represents a kind of palimpsest the result of multiple inscriptions reworkings and manipulations over time the book will be a rewarding read for historians art
historians anthropologists and buddhism scholars working on thailand and southeast asia generally as well as for academic and general readers with an interest in memory and
material culture

Knowledge Production, Pedagogy, and Institutions in Colonial India

2011-05-09

throughout india and southeast asia ancient classical epics the mahabharata and the ramayana continue to exert considerable cultural influence rethinking india s oral and
classical epics offers an unprecedented exploration into south asia s regional epic traditions using his own fieldwork as a starting point alf hiltebeitel analyzes how the oral
tradition of the south indian cult of the goddess draupadi and five regional martial oral epics compare with one another and tie in with the sanskrit epics drawing on literary
theory and cultural studies he reveals the shared subtexts of the draupadi cult mahabharata and the five oral epics and shows how the traditional plots are twisted and classical
characters reshaped to reflect local history and religion in doing so hiltebeitel sheds new light on the intertwining oral traditions of medieval rajput military culture dalits
former untouchables and muslims breathtaking in scope this work is indispensable for those seeking a deeper understanding of south asia s hindu and muslim traditions this
work is the third volume in hiltebeitel s study of the draupadi cult other volumes include mythologies from gingee to kuruksetra volume one on hindu ritual and the goddess
volume two and rethinking the mahabharata volume four
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No Touching, No Spitting, No Praying

2017-07-05

upsc is considered to be the most prestigious and toughest examination in the country in order to crack these exams one need to do heavy preparations thorough practice and
clear concepts about each and every subject ias mains general studies paper 1 the most updated study material incorporated with detailed information and supported by up to
date facts and figures the complete coverage on each topic of the syllabus have been divided into 5 important units in this book it gives the complete depiction of indian
literature religion music architecture and also provides the detailed explanation for issues related to society and women this book facilitates by giving the deep coverage on all
the topics of the syllabus at one place with the conceptual clarity to fulfil the need and demands of the aspirants special exam oriented structure has been given according to the
upsc syllabus discussion of the theoretical concepts with the contemporary examples are given solved papers from solved papers 2019 17 and 16 and 3 practice sets that helps in
raising up level of preparation this book acts as a great help in achieving the success for the upcoming exam table of contents solved papers 2019 17 unit 1 indian heritage and
culture unit 2 indian society unit 3 modern indian history unit 4 world history unit 5 indian and world geography solved paper 2016 practice paper 1 3

Monuments Matter

2017

the present book concise encyclopaedia of india is a compendium of diverse aspects of india which is one of the oldest civilisations with a kaleidoscopic variety rich cultural
heritage and multifaceted socio economic progress the idea behind bringing out this book is to help one and all in understanding the country and its unity in diversity in its
three volumes the encyclopaedia encompasses a remarkably wide range of topics related to india its history physiography people population national symbols national leaders
languages and literatures art culture defence education economy polity foreign policy and relations scientific and technological developments law and justice sports festivals
transport communication and related activities in addition a profile of all its 28 states and 7 union territories has also been provided furthermore it provides an accessible
authoritative account of the latest developments made in varied fields alongwith the data from the central and state governments their establishments constitutional bodies
autonomous and semi autonomous bodies and the like the book is comprehensive self contained and user friendly as the emphasis throughout is on ensuring that readers
particularly students receive worthwhile authentic information instead of irrelevant and outdated details it will definitely prove an invaluable reference book to students of
different educational levels and candidates preparing for civil services examinations or other competitive exams and interviews for various jobs besides students the researchers
executives in government and private sector and also the common man will find it highly informative

List of Ancient Monuments in Bengal

1896

we are taught to believe in originals in art and architecture in particular original objects vouch for authenticity value and truth and require our protection and preservation the
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nineteenth century however saw this issue differently in a culture of reproduction plaster casts of building fragments and architectural features were sold throughout europe
and america and proudly displayed in leading museums the first comprehensive history of these full scale replicas plaster monuments examines how they were produced
marketed sold and displayed and how their significance can be understood today plaster monuments unsettles conventional thinking about copies and originals as mari lending
shows the casts were used to restore wholeness to buildings that in reality lay in ruin or to isolate specific features of monuments to illustrate what was typical of a particular
building style or era arranged in galleries and published in exhibition catalogues these often enormous objects were staged to suggest the sweep of history synthesizing
structures from vastly different regions and time periods into coherent narratives while architectural plaster casts fell out of fashion after world war i lending brings the story
into the twentieth century showing how paul rudolph incorporated historical casts into the design for the yale art and architecture building completed in 1963 drawing from a
broad archive of models exhibitions catalogues and writings from architects explorers archaeologists curators novelists and artists plaster monuments tells the fascinating story of
a premodernist aesthetic and presents a new way of thinking about history s artifacts

Directory of Monuments in Tamilnadu

2005

The Afterlives of Monuments

2015-09-07

List of Inscriptions on Tombs Or Monuments in Madras

1945

Directory of Museums in India, 2003

2003

��������

1993
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A Fragile Inheritance

2019-10-22

Preservation of National Monuments

1883

Cultural Contours of India

1981

Images of the Art Museum

2017-02-06

Museum Transformations

2020-11-19

Monastery, Monument, Museum

2017-10-31

Parliamentary Debates

2016-05-10
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Rethinking India's Oral and Classical Epics

2009-02-15

IAS Mains Paper 1 Indian Heritage & Culture History & Geography of the world & Society 2021

2020-10-01

IAS Mains Paper 1 Indian Heritage & Culture History & Geography of the world & Society 2020

2019-11-12

The Indian and Pakistan Year Book

1951

Concise Encyclopaedia of India

2006

Plaster Monuments

2022-06-14

Journal of Indian Museums

1987
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An Account of the Primitive Tribes and Monuments of the Nīlagiris

1873
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